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Abstract
Pattern completeness is the property that the left-hand sides of a functional program cover all cases
w.r.t. pattern matching. In the context of term rewriting a related notion is quasi-reducibility, a
prerequisite if one wants to perform ground confluence proofs by rewriting induction.

In order to certify such confluence proofs, we develop a novel algorithm that decides pattern
completeness and that can be used to ensure quasi-reducibility. One of the advantages of the
proposed algorithm is its simple structure: it is similar to that of a regular matching algorithm and,
unlike an existing decision procedure for quasi-reducibility, it avoids enumerating all terms up to a
given depth.

Despite the simple structure, proving the correctness of the algorithm is not immediate. Therefore
we formalize the algorithm and verify its correctness using the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL. To
this end, we not only verify some auxiliary algorithms, but also design an Isabelle library on sorted
term rewriting. Moreover, we export the verified code in Haskell and experimentally evaluate its
performance. We observe that our algorithm significantly outperforms existing algorithms, even
including the pattern completeness check of the GHC Haskell compiler.
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1 Introduction

Consider programs written in a declarative style such as functional programs or term rewrite
systems (TRSs), where evaluation is triggered by pattern matching. In many applications it
is important to ensure that evaluation of a given program cannot get stuck – this property is
called quasi-reducibility [8] in the context of TRSs or pattern completeness in the context
of functional programming. For instance in Isabelle/HOL [14], in a function definition the
patterns must cover all cases (in addition to termination), since HOL is a logic of total
functions. Moreover, automated theorem proving methods that are based on rewriting
induction [1, 15] require similar completeness results, e.g., for proving ground confluence.
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27:2 A Verified Algorithm for Deciding Pattern Completeness

▶ Example 1. Let CN = {true : B, false : B, 0 : N, s : N → N} be the set of constructors to
represent the Booleans and natural numbers in Peano’s notation. We consider a TRS RN
that defines a function even : N→ B to compute whether a natural number is even.

even(0)→ true even(s(0))→ false even(s(s(x)))→ even(x) (1)

This TRS is quasi-reducible, since no matter which number n we provide as argument, one
of the left-hand sides (lhss) will match the term even(n); this fact can easily be seen by a
case-analysis on whether n represents 0, 1, or some larger number. Note the importance of
sorts:1 without them, the evaluation of the (unsorted) term even(s(true)) would get stuck.

Kapur et al. proved the decidability of quasi-reducibility [8]. Their decidability result does
not yield a practical algorithm: it has an exponential best-case complexity, i.e., to ensure
quasi-reducibility, one always has to enumerate exponentially many terms and test whether
their evaluation does not get stuck. Therefore, Lazrek, Lescanne and Thiel developed a more
practical approach. Their complement algorithm [12] is a decision procedure for pattern
completeness in the left-linear case, but it might fail on TRSs that are not left-linear. Note
that in the left-linear case, pattern completeness and quasi-reducibility can also be encoded
into a problem about tree automata.

In this paper, we develop a novel algorithm for pattern completeness with the following
key features.

It is a decision procedure, even in the non-linear case.
The algorithm is syntax directed and it is easy to implement.
In our experiments it outperforms existing implementations of the complement algorithm,
the approach via tree automata, and pattern completeness check by the ghc Haskell
compiler.
Its correctness is fully verified in Isabelle/HOL.

We are aware of two other algorithms to ensure quasi-reducibility in more complex
settings, e.g., where rules may be guarded by arithmetic constraints such as “this rule is only
applicable if x > 0” [5, 9], but both algorithms do not properly generalize the result of Kapur
et al. since they are restricted to linear lhss. Bouhoula and Jacquemard [3] also designed an
algorithm in a more complex setting with conditions and constraints, and a back-end that is
based on constrained tree automata techniques. Since their soundness result is restricted
to ground confluent systems, their algorithm is not applicable in our use case; ultimately
we want to verify ground confluence proofs on methods that rely upon quasi-reducibility.
Moreover, Bouhoula developed an algorithm to verify ground confluence and completeness
at the same time [2], where we are not sure whether it can also be adjusted to an algorithm
that just ensures completeness, e.g., for non-ground confluent systems. Furthermore, there
are proof methods that ensure pattern completeness within proof assistants. These are used
to ensure well-definedness of function definitions. For instance, in Isabelle/HOL there is a
corresponding method pat_completeness [10], but as many other algorithms for pattern
completeness, it is restricted to the left-linear case.

There are also algorithms to compile pattern matching [11, 16], however these have a
different focus: their major aim is not to decide or to ensure completeness, but instead they
generate efficient code for functional programs that are defined by pattern matching.

1 A sort in the TRS context is the same as a type when speaking about functional programs. Since most
of this paper is written using TRS notation, we speak of sorts instead of types in the rest of the paper.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 on preliminaries we introduce notions
and notations, and recall the core concepts of pattern completeness and quasi-reducibility.
Then in Section 3 we present the first part of our novel algorithm that covers the linear
case. The algorithm is then extended to handle the general case in Section 4. Afterwards we
present details on the Isabelle formalization and on the implementation in Section 5. The
experimental results are provided in Section 6 before we conclude in Section 7.

The formalization, the executable code and details on the experiments are available at:

http://cl-informatik.uibk.ac.at/software/ceta/experiments/pat_complete/

2 Preliminaries

We fix a set S of sorts. A sorted set A is a set where each element a is associated with a sort
ι ∈ S, written a : ι ∈ A. A sorted signature F is a set of function symbols f , each associated
with a nonempty sequence of sorts ι1, . . . , ιn, ι0 ∈ S, written f : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ F .
Given a sorted signature F and a sorted set V of variables, the sorted set T (F ,V) of terms
is defined as follows: x : ι ∈ T (F ,V) if x : ι ∈ V; and f(t1, . . . , tn) : ι0 ∈ T (F ,V) if
f : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ F and t1 : ι1, . . . , tn : ιn ∈ T (F ,V). We denote the set of variables
occurring in t by Var(t). By T (F) we denote the sorted set of ground terms, i.e., terms that
do not contain variables. A term is linear, if it does not contain any variable more than once.
A sorted map f from a sorted set A to a sorted set B, written f : A → B, is a map such
that f(a) : ι ∈ B whenever a : ι ∈ A. A substitution is a sorted map σ : X → T (F ,V) for
another sorted set X of variables,2 and the instance is the term tσ ∈ T (F ,V) obtained from
t ∈ T (F ,X ) by replacing all x by σ(x). We write σδ for the composition of two substitutions
σ and δ, and [x 7→ t] is the substitution which substitutes x by t and y[x 7→ t] = y for all
x ̸= y. A term ℓ : ι ∈ T (F ,X ) matches a term t : ι ∈ T (F ,V) if there exists a substitution
σ : X → T (F ,V) such that ℓσ = t.

We consider programs that consist of a set of rules ℓ → r and evaluation is defined
by replacing instances of left-hand sides (lhss) ℓσ by instances of right-hand sides rσ. For
instance a program might be a TRS, or some other first-order functional programming
language that uses pattern matching. We assume that there is a fixed finite signature
F = C ⊎ D, where C contains constructor symbols and D contains defined symbols. Hence,
input values to a function are represented by constructor ground terms. We assume that
there exists a constructor ground term t : ι ∈ T (C) for each sort ι ∈ S. A sort ι is finite if
{t | t : ι ∈ T (C)} is a finite set, otherwise ι is infinite. We say a term f(t1, . . . , tn) is basic if
f : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ D and t1 : ι1, . . . , tn : ιn ∈ T (C,V), and denote the set of basic terms
by B(C,D,V).

We are now ready to formally describe that evaluation of a program cannot get stuck.

▶ Definition 2 (Pattern Completeness of Programs). A program with lhss L is pattern complete,
if every basic ground term t ∈ B(C,D, ∅) is matched by some ℓ ∈ L.

Pattern completeness is an instance of the cover problem, a notion that appears in the
context of both term rewriting and functional programming [4, 11, 18]: a set L of terms
covers a set T of terms if every constructor ground instance of a term in T is matched by
some term in L. Clearly, pattern completeness of a program with lhss L is exactly the

2 On paper it is not essential to distinguish the sets of variables, while it is convenient in the formalization
that we can use variables different from those used to represent programs.
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property that L covers T := {f(x1, . . . , xn) | f : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ D} where x1, . . . , xn is
a sequence of distinct variables; and the complement algorithm of Lazrek et al. [12] can be
used to decide whether L covers T if all terms in L are linear.

An alternative notion to pattern completeness is quasi-reducibility [8], where the difference
is that matching can happen for an arbitrary subterm.

▶ Definition 3 (Quasi-Reducibility of Programs). A program with lhss L is quasi-reducible, if
every basic ground term t ∈ B(C,D, ∅) contains a subterm that is matched by some ℓ ∈ L.

Pattern completeness implies quasi-reducibility since t is a subterm of t, and the two
notions coincide if the root symbols of all lhss are in D – as in the functional programming
setting or in Example 1. Example 4 illustrates the difference between the two notions.

▶ Example 4. Consider CZ = {true : B, false : B, 0 : Z, s : Z→ Z, p : Z→ Z} to represent the
Booleans and integers in a successor–predecessor notation, e.g., p(0) represents −1. Now
we consider a TRS RZ that defines a function to compute whether an integer is even, i.e.,
D = {even : Z→ B}. It consists of all rules of RN in Example 1 and the following rules.

even(p(0))→ false even(p(p(x)))→ even(x) (2)
s(p(x))→ x p(s(x))→ x (3)

This TRS is quasi-reducible since every term even(n) with n : Z ∈ T (CZ) has a subterm
that is matched by some lhs: If n contains both s and p then one of the rules (3) is applicable.
Otherwise n is of the form si(0) or pi(0) and then rules (1) or (2) will be applicable.

The TRS is not pattern complete since even(s(p(0))) is not matched by any lhs.

3 Pattern Completeness – The Linear Case

Before we design the new decision procedure for pattern completeness we first reformulate
and generalize this notion, leading to matching problems and pattern problems.

▶ Definition 5 (Matching Problem and Pattern Problem). A matching problem is a finite set
mp = {(t1, ℓ1), . . . , (tn, ℓn)} ⊆ T (F ,V)× T (F ,X ) of pairs of terms. A pattern problem is a
finite set pp = {mp1, . . . , mpk} of matching problems.

A matching problem mp is complete w.r.t. a constructor ground substitution σ : V → T (C)
if there is some substitution γ : X → T (F) such that tσ = ℓγ for all (t, ℓ) ∈ mp. A pattern
problem pp is complete if for each constructor ground substitution σ there is some mp ∈ pp

such that mp is complete w.r.t. σ. A set P of pattern problems is complete if each pp ∈ P is
complete.

When expanding the definition of completeness of a set of pattern problems P we obtain
an alternative definition, which reveals that there are two quantifier alternations.

P is complete iff ∀pp ∈ P.∀σ : V → T (C).∃mp ∈ pp. ∃γ : X → T (F).∀(t, ℓ) ∈ mp. tσ = ℓγ

Pattern problems are quite generic and can express several properties. For instance, L covers
T iff the set of pattern problem P = {{{(t, ℓ)} | ℓ ∈ L} | t ∈ T} is complete. Similarly,
Aoto and Toyama’s notion of strong quasi-reducibility [1] can also be encoded as a pattern
problem: pp = {{(t, ℓ)} | t ∈ {x1, . . . , xn, f(x1, . . . , xn)}, ℓ ∈ L} expresses that one tries
to find a match at the root (t = f(x1, . . . , xn)) or a match for a direct subterm (t = xi).
Finally, the question of whether a program with lhss L and defined symbols D is pattern
complete w.r.t. Definition 2 is expressible as the completeness of the set of pattern problems
P = {{{(f(x1, . . . , xn), ℓ)} | ℓ ∈ L} | f : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ D}.
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The following inference rules describe a decision procedure to determine the completeness
of linear pattern problems. A matching problem {(t1, ℓ1), . . . , (tn, ℓn)} is linear if each ℓi

is linear and Var(ℓi) ∩ Var(ℓj) = ∅ for i ≠ j. We say a pattern problem is linear if all its
matching problems are linear.

In the inference rules we make use of a special matching problem ⊥mp that represents an
incomplete matching problem. Similarly, we define ⊤pp as a new pattern problem that is
always complete. Finally, ⊥P represents a new incomplete set of pattern problems.

▶ Definition 6 (Inference Rules for Linear Pattern Problems). We define → as the set of the
following simplification rules for matching problems.

{(f(t1, . . . , tn), f(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn))} ⊎mp→ {(t1, ℓ1), . . . , (tn, ℓn)} ∪mp (decompose)
{(t, x)} ⊎mp→ mp if ∀(t′, ℓ) ∈ mp. x /∈ Var(ℓ) (match)

{(f(. . .), g(. . .))} ⊎mp→ ⊥mp if f ̸= g (clash)

On top of this we define the set ⇒ of simplification rules for pattern problems as follows:

{mp} ⊎ pp⇒ {mp′} ∪ pp if mp→ mp′ (simp-mp)
{⊥mp} ⊎ pp⇒ pp (remove-mp)
{∅} ⊎ pp⇒ ⊤pp (success)

Finally we provide rules ⇛ for modifying sets of pattern problems.

{pp} ⊎ P ⇛ {pp′} ∪ P if pp⇒ pp′ (simp-pp)
{∅} ⊎ P ⇛ ⊥P (failure)

{⊤pp} ⊎ P ⇛ P (remove-pp)
{pp} ⊎ P ⇛ Inst(pp, x) ∪ P if mp ∈ pp and (x, f(. . .)) ∈ mp (instantiate)

Here, for a pattern problem pp and a variable x : ι0 ∈ V, the pattern problem set Inst(pp, x)
consists of a pattern problem ppσx,c = {{(tσx,c, ℓ) | (t, ℓ) ∈ mp} | mp ∈ pp} for each
c : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ C, where σx,c = [x 7→ c(x1, . . . , xn)] for distinct fresh variables
x1 : ι1, . . . , xn : ιn ∈ V.

Clearly, (decompose), (match) and (clash) correspond to a standard matching algorithm.
Most of the other rules correspond to the universal and existential quantification that is
done in the definition of completeness. The only exception is (instantiate). Here a matching
algorithm would detect a failure since a variable x is never matched by a non-variable
term f(. . .). However, since the x in our setting just represents an arbitrary constructor
ground term, we need to do case analysis on the outermost constructor. This is done
by replacing x : ι0 ∈ V by all possible constructor terms of shape c(x1, . . . , xn) for all
c : ι1 × · · · × ιn → ι0 ∈ C.

The following theorem states that ⇛ can be used to decide completeness of linear
pattern problems. Here, ⇛! is defined as reduction to normal form, i.e., P ⇛! P ′ iff
P ⇛∗ P ′ ∧ ∄P ′′. P ′ ⇛ P ′′.

▶ Theorem 7 (Decision Procedure for Completeness of Linear Pattern Problems).
⇛ is terminating.
If P ⇛ P ′ then P is complete iff P ′ is complete.
If P is linear and P ⇛ P ′, then P ′ is linear.
If P is linear and P ⇛! P ′ then P ′ ∈ {∅,⊥P }.
If P is linear, then P is complete iff P ⇛! ∅.

FSCD 2024
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Proof. The property that normal forms will be either ∅ or ⊥P follows by an easy analysis of
the rules. In particular (clash), (decompose), (match), and (instantiate) cover all cases of a
pair (t, ℓ) of a linear matching problem, i.e., whether these terms are variables or function
applications, and whether the root symbol of both terms is identical or not. Note that the
condition in (match) is always satisfied for linear matching problems.

Preserving completeness is rather obvious for all rules except (instantiate), which was
already explained in the paragraph directly after Definition 6.

The most interesting aspect is termination. To prove it, we first define a measure of
difference |ℓ− t| for a term pair (t, ℓ) of some matching problem:
|ℓ− x| is the number of function symbols in ℓ,
|f(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn)− f(t1, . . . , tn)| =

∑n
i=1 |ℓi − ti|, and

|ℓ− t| = 0 in all other cases.
We lift this measure to pattern problems by |pp|diff =

∑
mp∈pp,(t,ℓ)∈mp |ℓ − t|. Finally, we

define ≻ as a relation on sets of pattern problems via the multiset extension >mul of > by
P ≻ P ′ iff {|pp|diff | pp ∈ P} >mul {|pp|diff | pp ∈ P ′}. This relation is strongly normalizing
and has the nice property that each ⇛-step weakly decreases and the (instantiate) rule
strictly decreases w.r.t. ≻. Hence, (instantiate) cannot be applied infinitely often. That the
remaining rules terminate does not need a complicated measure: their application decreases
the number of function symbols or the cardinalities of the sets. ◀

So, completeness of linear pattern problems is decidable. Let us illustrate the algorithm
on a previous example.

▶ Example 8. The algorithm validates that RN in Example 1 is pattern complete.

P = { {{(even(y), even(0))}, {(even(y), even(s(0)))}, {(even(y), even(s(s(x))))}} }
⇛∗ { {{(y, 0)}, {(y, s(0))}, {(y, s(s(x)))}} }
⇛ { {{(0, 0)}, {(0, s(0))}, {(0, s(s(x)))}}, {{(s(z), 0)}, {(s(z), s(0))}, {(s(z), s(s(x)))}} }
⇛∗ { {∅,⊥mp,⊥mp}, {⊥mp, {(z, 0)}, {(z, s(x))}} }
⇛∗ { {{(z, 0)}, {(z, s(x))}} }
⇛ { {{(0, 0)}, {(0, s(x))}}, {{(s(y), 0)}, {(s(y), s(x))}} }
⇛∗ { {∅,⊥mp}, {⊥mp, ∅} }
⇛∗ ∅

Regarding the complexity of the algorithm, one can prove an exponential upper bound
on the number of ⇛-steps. Note that deciding quasi-reducibility is co-NP complete [7], and
this result carries over to pattern completeness: the restriction to just search for matches at
the root position in pattern completeness does not cause a lower complexity class. So unless
P = NP, the exponential upper bound cannot be improved.

We briefly illustrate the idea of why pattern completeness is co-NP hard.

▶ Theorem 9. Deciding pattern completeness is co-NP hard for both TRSs and pattern
problems, even in the linear case.

Proof. We perform a reduction from the Boolean satisfiability problem for conjunctive
normal forms (CNFs). So assume φ is a CNF that contains n different Boolean variables
x1, . . . , xn and consists of m clauses c1, . . . , cm. W.l.o.g. we assume that no clause ci contains
conflicting literals, i.e., xj and ¬xj for the same j, because such clauses are trivially valid
and can therefore be removed from the set of clauses in polynomial time.
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We translate φ into the following left-linear TRS. We use a signature that contains the two
Booleans true and false as constructors, and there is one defined symbol f : B× . . .× B→ B
of arity n. We then define the TRS Rφ over this signature. It contains m rules where the
ith rule has the form ℓi := f(ti1, . . . , tin) → true and tij is defined as false if xj ∈ ci, true
if ¬xj ∈ ci, and xj , otherwise. For instance, if n = 5 and c2 = {¬x1, x3, x4} then ℓ2 =
f(true, x2, false, false, x5). It is clear that this translation is computable in time proportional
to n×m.

For every variable assignment α : {x1, . . . , xn} → B, let fα be the term f(α(x1), . . . , α(xn)).
Consequently, for every α and clause ci we see that α |= ci iff fα is not matched by ℓi.
Therefore, φ is unsatisfiable iff Rφ is pattern complete.

Of course, instead of using the TRSRφ, one can equivalently use the linear pattern problem
ppφ := {{(f(x1, . . . , xn), ℓ1)}, . . . , {(f(x1, . . . , xn), ℓm)}} and derive that φ is unsatisfiable iff
ppφ is complete. ◀

4 Pattern Completeness – The General Case

In the non-linear case ⇛ might get stuck, e.g., if there is a matching problem {(t, x), (t′, x)}
for t ̸= t′. To treat such cases we have to add further simplification rules. In order to
do so without breaking termination, we need to distinguish between finite and infinite
sorts. To illustrate the problem, consider a TRS to determine the majority of three values:
{f(x, x, y) → x, f(x, y, x) → x, f(y, x, x) → x}. If x is a variable of a finite sort, then the
lhss can be pattern complete: if the sort allows at most two different values, such as the
Booleans, then the lhss cover all cases. If the sort has at least three values a, b, c, then no lhs
matches f(a, b, c). So, we want to allow instantiating variables to judge pattern completeness,
but we cannot allow instantiating variables of infinite sorts, since otherwise the resulting
inference rules would no longer be terminating.

As final preparation for the new inference rules we define (the only two) reasons on why
two terms differ.

▶ Definition 10. We say that terms t and t′ clash if t|p = f(. . . ) ̸= g(. . . ) = t′|p with f ̸= g

for some shared position p of t and t′. The terms t and t′ differ in variable x if t|p ̸= t′|p
and x ∈ {t|p, t′|p} for some shared position p.

▶ Definition 11 (Inference Rules for General Pattern Problems). We take all rules of Definition 6
and add the following ones.

{(t, x), (t′, x)} ⊎mp→ ⊥mp if t and t′ clash (clash’)
{pp} ⊎ P ⇛ Inst(pp, x) ∪ P (instantiate’)

if mp ∈ pp, {(t, y), (t′, y)} ⊆ mp, t and t′ differ in variable x : ι ∈ V, and ι is finite
{pp} ⊎ P ⇛ ⊥P if for each mp ∈ pp there are {(t, y), (t′, y)} ⊆ mp (failure’)

such that t and t′ differ in variable x : ι ∈ V and ι is infinite

Indeed, with these new rules, ⇛ cannot get stuck even for non-linear inputs.
We first remark that there is a different flavor of problems with non-linear matching

problems of the form {(t, x), (t′, x)}. A clash of t and t′ can always be resolved locally by
(clash’). If there is a difference in a finite-sort variable, this can also be handled locally by
(instantiate’). However, differences in infinite-sort variables can only be applied via (failure’)
if indeed all matching problems show such a difference. Note that it is unsound to turn
(failure’) into a local rule for matching problems, i.e., if we would make (failure’) similar to
(clash’).

FSCD 2024
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▶ Example 12. Consider lhss {f(x, x), f(s(x), y), f(x, s(y))}, where f : N×N→ N is defined
and 0 : N and s : N→ N are the constructors. We can start to apply the rules as follows:

{{(f(x1, x2), f(x, x))}, {(f(x1, x2), f(s(x), y))}, {(f(x1, x2), f(x, s(y)))}}
⇒∗{{(x1, x), (x2, x)}, {(x1, s(x))}, {(x2, s(y))}} =: pp

If at this point we would remove the matching problem {(x1, x), (x2, x)} from pp because of
a difference in variable x1, then we would switch from the complete pattern problem pp into
the incomplete pattern problem pp \ {{(x1, x), (x2, x)}}: the constructor ground substitution
σ where σ(x1) = σ(x2) = 0 is covered by pp, but not by pp \ {{(x1, x), (x2, x)}}.

We state a similar theorem to the linear case, though its proof is much more evolved.

▶ Theorem 13 (Decision Procedure for Completeness of Pattern Problems). Consider ⇛ of
Definition 11.

⇛ is terminating.
If P ⇛! P ′ then P ′ ∈ {∅,⊥P }.
If P ⇛ P ′ then P is complete iff P ′ is complete.
P is complete iff P ⇛! ∅.

Proof. Not getting stuck is the easiest of these properties and we leave it as an exercise to
the interested reader to show that the only possible normal forms are ∅ and ⊥P .

Termination is more complicated. We reuse the difference measure | · |diff from the linear
case, and combine it with three other measures:
|pp|symbols counts the number of all function symbols within pp.
|pp|set-size sums up the cardinalities of all sets, while ignoring the term structure.
|pp|fin-vars is used to measure the size of variables of finite sort. To be more precise, for
a variable x having some finite sort ι, we first define |x| as the maximal term size of a
constructor ground term of sort ι. On top of this auxiliary measure we define

|pp|fin-vars =
∑

x∈{x. mp∈pp,(t,ℓ)∈mp,x:ι∈Var(t),ι is finite}

|x|

In other words, for | · |fin-vars we collect all variables of finite sort and sum up the maximal
term sizes.

The order ≻ on pattern problems is then defined as the lexicographic comparison of
the quadruples (|pp|diff, |pp|fin-vars, |pp|symbols, |pp|set-size) that are obtained from a pattern
problem pp. Multisets of pattern problems P are compared by ≻mul.

All rules on sets of pattern problems give rise to a decrease w.r.t. ≻mul, as it is indicated
in the following matrix:

| · |diff | · |fin-vars | · |symbols | · |set-size

(instantiate) > − − −
(instantiate’) ≥ > − −

(simp-pp) ≥ ≥ ≥ or > > or −
(remove-pp) ≥ ≥ ≥ >

where the decrease in (simp-pp) depends on underlying applied rules. For instance, (decom-
pose) leads to a decrease w.r.t. | · |symbols, but might increase | · |set-size, whereas (remove-mp)
does not change | · |symbols, but gives a decrease w.r.t. | · |set-size. The reason for the decrease of
(instantiate’) is that whenever we instantiate some variable x of finite sort ι by c(x1, . . . , xn),
then |x| ≥ 1 + |x1|+ . . . + |xn| > |x1|+ . . . + |xn|, and hence the | · |fin-vars-measure strictly
decreases.
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Partial correctness is the most challenging part, where the difficulty is the new rule
(failure’). We prove that pp is not complete, whenever (failure’) is applied for pp. To this
end, we build a constructor ground substitution σ such that ppσ contains a clash.

In detail: We use an invariant φ on pattern problems defined as follows: φ(pp) iff for
each mp ∈ pp there are y, t, t′ such that {(t, y), (t′, y)} ⊆ mp, t and t′ contain no variable of
finite sort, and moreover these terms clash or differ in a variable of infinite sort. Suppose
that (failure’) is applicable for a pattern problem pp. To initially satisfy φ, we apply an
initial partial ground substitution σ0 on pp, where all variables of finite sort are instantiated
by some constructor ground term of that sort. Since (failure’) is applicable, we know that all
matching problems in ppσ0 still have a difference in a variable of infinite sort, since none of
these variables gets instantiated by σ0.

Having that ppσ0 satisfies the invariant φ, we now iteratively remove all variables of
infinite sort that cause a difference. To be more precise, whenever some t and t′ differ in a
variable x in ppσi, we build a constructor ground term u that is larger than any of the terms
in ppσi. Note that such u exists, since x has an infinite sort. We let σi+1 to be σi[x 7→ u].
This process will terminate in finitely many steps, since the set of variables in ppσi+1 is a
strict subset of that of ppσi.

At the end of the process, we obtain a partial constructor ground substitution σn that
instantiates all variables that contribute to differences into ground terms. Assuming that φ is
maintained in the process, it is easy to see that the final pattern problem is not complete: all
matching problems of the final pattern problem contain a clash of some terms t and t′, i.e.,
we can extend σn to any constructor ground substitution σ that instantiates the remaining
variables.

Finally we prove that the step from ppσi to ppσi+1 indeed preserves φ. To this end,
pick any terms t and t′ of matching problem mp ∈ ppσi that cause the conflict within the
invariant. We show by case analysis that also t[x 7→ u] and t′[x 7→ u] result in a conflict.

if t and t′ clash at position p, then there also is a clash of t[x 7→ u] and t′[x 7→ u] at the
same position p;
if t|p = y ̸= t′|p for some y ̸= x, then t|p[x 7→ u] = y ̸= t′|p[x 7→ u] shows that again there
is a difference in y;
if t|p = x ̸= t′|p and t′|p contains a variable y ̸= x, then t|p[x 7→ u] = u is a ground term
and thus must have a difference with t′|p[x 7→ u] in the variable y;
if t|p = x ̸= t′|p and t′|p is a ground term, then t|p[x 7→ u] = u ̸= t′|p = t′|p[x 7→ u], since
u is strictly larger than any term of ppσi, and therefore there must be a clash; and finally
if t|p = x ̸= t′|p and Var(t′|p) = {x}, then t|p[x 7→ u] = u and t′|p[x 7→ u] contains u as a
strict subterm. Hence t|p[x 7→ u] and t′|p[x 7→ u] are two different ground terms which
must contain a clash. ◀

Note that ⇛ can be modified to support counter-example generation, i.e., instead of ⊥P

one returns a constructor substitution that violates the completeness of a set of pattern
problems. To achieve this, for each pattern problem we additionally store a constructor
substitution δ. This substitution is initially empty, i.e., nothing is instantiated, and δ will
keep track of the instantiations that are performed during the algorithm. The inference rules
of ⇛ are modified as follows

{(pp, δ)} ⊎ P ⇛ {(pp′, δ)} ∪ P if pp⇒ pp′ (simp-pp)
{(⊤pp, δ)} ⊎ P ⇛ P (remove-pp)
{(∅, δ)} ⊎ P ⇛ δ (failure)
{(pp, δ)} ⊎ P ⇛ {(ppσx,c, δσx,c) | c : · · · ∈ C} ∪ P if . . . (instantiate(’))
{(pp, δ)} ⊎ P ⇛ δσ if . . . (failure’)
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where the dots refer to the conditions of the original rules, and in (failure’) the substitution σ

is defined as the constructor ground substitution that is described in the partial correctness
proof of the (failure’) rule in Theorem 13.

5 Formalization and Implementation

In the formalization we first describe our development on sorted term rewriting (Section 5.1,
1706 lines of Isabelle), which is essential to develop the formalization of the decision procedure
of Section 4 in Isabelle. The latter uses three different layers of abstraction. We start with
an abstract set based formalization (Section 5.2, 1125 lines), then refine it to a version based
on multisets (Section 5.3, 828 lines), and finally arrive at an executable version that uses
lists to represent matching and pattern problems (Section 5.4, 1322 lines).

5.1 Sorted Term Rewriting
Here we present our formalization of sorted term rewriting. First, we reuse the datatype for
terms from the AFP entry First-Order Terms [17].

datatype (’f ,’v) term = Var ’v | Fun ’f ((’f ,’v) term list)

This datatype collects all unsorted, variadic terms. Next we introduce a sorted set over the
datatype (’f ,’v) term. We characterize a sorted set as a partial map that assigns an element
a sort. It is partial, in the sense that unsorted elements are not assigned a sort. Partial
maps are readily supported in Isabelle/HOL as types of form ’a ⇀ ’s, which is a synonym
of ’a → ’s option. We just introduce the notation “a : ι in A” to mean that a sorted set
A :: ’a ⇀ ’s assigns its element a :: ’a a sort ι :: ’s.

definition ... where a : ι in A ≡ A a = Some ι

Hereafter, we often omit Isabelle specifications for introducing notations by “...”.
We formalize sorted signatures also as partial maps:

type_synonym (’f ,’s) ssig = ’f × ’s list ⇀ ’s

and introduce the following notation:

definition ... where f : ιs → ι0 in F ≡ F (f ,ιs) = Some ι0

Given a sorted signature F :: (’f ,’s) ssig and a sorted set V :: ’v ⇀ ’s of variables, we
define the sorted set T (F ,V ) :: (’f ,’v) term ⇀ ’s of terms so that

Var v : ι in T (F ,V ) ⇐⇒ v : ι in V
Fun f ts : ι0 in T (F ,V ) ⇐⇒ (∃ιs. f : ιs → ι0 in F ∧ ts :l ιs in T (F ,V ))

Here, as :l ιs in A denotes that the lists as and ιs have the same length and the ith element
of as has the ith sort of ιs. We also introduce the notation ∅ for Map.empty, the partial map
such that ∅ a = None for any a. Then T (F ,∅) represents the sorted set of ground terms.
Given two signatures C and D, the set of basic terms is formalized as follows:

definition ... where
B(C ,D,V ) = {Fun f ts | f ιs ι0 ts . f : ιs → ι0 in D ∧ ts :l ιs in T (C ,V )}
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A sorted map from a sorted set A to a sorted set B, written f :s A → B in Isabelle,
is a map f such that a : ι in A =⇒ f a : ι in B. In particular, sorted maps of form
σ :s X → T (F ,V ) are the sorted substitutions. The application of a substitution σ on a
term t is already defined as t · σ in the library in the unsorted setting. We additionally
provide facts such as

lemma subst_hastype: σ :s X → T (F ,V ) =⇒ t : ι in T (F ,X) =⇒ t · σ : ι in T (F ,V )

The formalization of when a term matches another is straightforward:

definition ... where l matches t = (∃ σ. t = l · σ)

and now we are ready to define the pattern completeness.

definition ... where
pat_complete_lhss C D L = (∀ t ∈ B(C ,D,∅). ∃l ∈ L. l matches t)

5.2 Formalization of the Algorithm – Set Layer
The set based formalization is the one that is the furthest away from an executable version.
Interestingly, it also deviates quite a bit from the textual description of the algorithm. Still,
it is useful for proving that completeness of pattern problems is not altered by ⇛.

There are some deviations from the textual description that we like to mention.
First, we do not introduce the special problems ⊥mp and ⊤pp, e.g., by using an option-

type. Instead, we split each set of inference rules in two parts, e.g., the matching problem
transformation relation → into relation →s that modifies an existing problem and into
predicate mp_fail that leads to the special problem ⊥mp. In this way, the representation of
matching and pattern problems stays simple, i.e., they are just (sets of) sets of pairs of terms.

Second, we change all ⊎-operators in the textual description into ∪-operators. This simpli-
fies the reasoning for the refinements in the upcoming layers, but introduces nontermination.
For instance, if P = {⊤pp} then P = {⊤pp} ∪ P ⇛ P . Giving up on termination at this
layer, we also join (instantiate) and (instantiate’): the formalization contains only one rule
for instantiation at this layer, and this rule has no side-condition; i.e., it is always possible to
instantiate {pp} by Inst(pp, x) for any x.

Third, the formalization contains a notion of well-formedness for matching and pattern
problems. In detail, the algorithm is formulated within a context that fixes a set S of sorts.
Well-formedness enforces that the variables that occur in the problems only use sorts in
S. Many of the properties are only proven for well-formed problems, and it is additionally
proven that well-formedness is preserved by the transformations. Well-formedness does not
enforce that the sets in a problem are finite; this is another source of nontermination on this
layer.

We provide some example Isabelle snippets that formalize the relations → and ⇒,
illustrating the first two kinds of deviations. Here insert a A is Isabelle’s notation for {a}∪A.

inductive ... where mp →s mp
| length ts = length ls =⇒ insert (Fun f ts, Fun f ls) mp →s set (zip ts ls) ∪ mp
| x /∈

⋃
(vars ‘ snd ‘ mp) =⇒ insert (t, Var x) mp →s mp

inductive mp_fail :: (’f ,’v,’s)match_problem_set → bool
where (f ,length ts) ̸= (g,length ls) =⇒ mp_fail (insert (Fun f ts, Fun g ls) mp)

| (∗ further inference rule for clash’ ∗)
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inductive ... where mp →s mp’ =⇒ insert mp pp ⇒s insert mp’ pp
| mp_fail mp =⇒ insert mp pp ⇒s pp

The relation ⇛ is formalized similarly. The main result of this layer is that ⇛ preserves
pattern completeness on well-formed pattern problem sets, in Isabelle, wf_pats.

theorem P_step_set_pcorrect:
P ⇛s P’ =⇒ wf_pats P =⇒ pats_complete P ←→ pats_complete P’

The most challenging rule was (failure’) as detailed in the previous section. On the other
hand, the most tedious one was (instantiate), which looks rather obvious on paper, but
required 140 lines in our formalization.

5.3 Formalization of the Algorithm – Multiset Layer
On the next layer we use finite multisets to represent the algorithm. This layer is the one that
is closest to the textual description and we fully prove Theorem 13 for this representation.
The design of the formalization is as follows.

Concerning the relationship between textual and formalized version of the algorithm, we
keep the deviation of splitting the inference rules from the previous layer, so that there is no
need for the special problems ⊥mp and ⊤pp. Since a multiset union operation corresponds to
a ⊎-operation on sets, there is no deviation at this point anymore. However, we require one
further inference rule for matching problems whose necessity does not arise when working
with sets. Since a multiset can have multiple occurrences of the same element, we need an
explicit inference rule that is capable of deleting duplicates. To this end, we add the rule

{(t, ℓ), (t, ℓ)} ∪mp→ {(t, ℓ)} ∪mp (duplicate)

on the multiset layer, which is then simulated by a new identity rule mp→ mp on the set
layer.

Partial correctness of ⇛ on this layer is obtained via the partial correctness result of ⇛
from the previous layer by proving a refinement property: The multiset-based implementation
can be simulated by the set-based one.

The major new property that is added on this level is a formal proof of termination by
closely following the textual proof.

We arrive at a formal version of Theorem 13 that looks quite similar to the textual one.
Here, ⇛ in Isabelle refers to the multiset representation of ⇛, SN is strong normalization,
i.e., termination, pats_mset converts from the multiset representation of pattern problems
into the set representation, {#} is the empty multiset, and bottom_mset is representing ⊥P

as the multiset {∅}.

theorem SN_P_step: SN ⇛
theorem P_step:

assumes wf_pats (pats_mset P) and (P,Q) ∈ ⇛!

shows Q = {#} ∧ pats_complete (pats_mset P)
∨ Q = bottom_mset ∧ ¬ pats_complete (pats_mset P)

5.4 Formalization of the Algorithm – List Layer
In the final layer we provide an executable version of the algorithm, by refining the multiset
based version. To this end, we switch from multisets to lists; we turn the inductive inference
rules into a recursive function definition; and we specify the order in which the inference
rules will be applied. Our list-based implementation is split into several phases.
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In the first phase, we exhaustively apply rules (decompose), (duplicate), (clash) and
(clash’). Moreover, we organize the representation of the matching problems as follows.

We store a list of pairs that have the structure (x, f(. . . )), i.e., those pairs on which
(instantiate) is applicable.
We store another list of pairs ([t1, . . . , tn], x) such that the matching problem contains
all pairs (t1, x), . . . , (tn, x), and no combination ti and tj results in a clash, and the list
[t1, . . . , tn] is distinct.
We further store a Boolean flag whether the matching problem satisfies the condition of
(instantiate’) or not.

In the second phase, we apply rule (match) exhaustively and try to apply (failure’). Both
of these steps can efficiently be implemented based on the previously described representation
of matching problems.

Finally, if nothing else is applicable, then in the third phase we invoke (instantiate) or
(instantiate’), with a preference on the former. In order to create fresh variables for the
application of these rules, we assume that these variables are just numbers, and use a global
index n which is incremented whenever a fresh variable is required.

These three phases are then iterated in a recursive function until a normal form is reached.
By induction on ⇛, it is shown that the list-based implementation refines the multiset version
of ⇛. Hence, partial correctness is easily transferred from the previous layer.

There is some additional glue-code required to get the final algorithm.
We need to compute a high-enough value for the initial variable index n.
We need to check the prerequisite that was stated at the beginning of this paper, namely
that indeed all sorts are inhabited: {t | t : ι ∈ T (C)} ≠ ∅. To this end, we verify a
standard marking algorithm that computes the set of inhabited sorts: initially no sort is
marked as inhabited, and whenever c : ι1×· · ·× ιn → ι0 ∈ C is a constructor and all sorts
ι1, . . . , ιn are marked, then also ι0 is marked as inhabited. Finally, exactly the inhabited
sorts are marked.
We further require a function that determines whether a sort is finite or infinite; also
here we verify a marking algorithm: initially no sort is marked as being finite, and
whenever there is a sort ι where all constructors of that sort only have input sorts that
are marked, then also ι is marked as finite. Finally, exactly the finite sorts are marked.3
Interestingly, the dual approach (marking of infinite sorts whenever a recursive constructor
is detected) is not so straight-forward, because sorts might be mutual recursive without
direct recursion.

We finally provide a few wrapper functions that invoke the main decision procedure and
get rid of its preconditions. For instance, for pattern completeness of programs (represented
by their lhss) we obtain an algorithm decide_pat_complete_lhss.

theorem decide_pat_complete_lhss:
assumes decide_pat_complete_lhss C D lhss = return b
shows b = pat_complete_lhss (map_of C ) (map_of D) (set lhss)

The algorithm will report an error on invalid input, e.g., if not all sorts are inhabited,
or if the list of constructors C or the list of defined symbols D contain conflicting sort
informations. If no such error is reported then the return value will be a Boolean b, and b is
the completeness property of the set of lhss.

3 The Isabelle formalization actually slightly deviates from this representation. It starts from the set of
potentially infinite sorts and then iteratively removes the finite sorts.
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Figure 1 Timing of our algorithm for each configuration c ∈ {0, . . . , 15} on different sizes
n ∈ {1, . . . , 100} using a timeout of 60 seconds.

6 Experiments

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our decision procedure, we use the following set of TRSs.
They are similar to test programs that are used to show exponential behavior of match
compilers for functional programming languages [16, Example 6].

▶ Example 14. We define TRS Rc,n for different configurations c ∈ {0, . . . , 15} and different
sizes n. All TRSs use only one sort, namely the Booleans with constructors T and F, and
there is only one defined symbol g. The TRS Rc,n consists of 2n + 1 many rules and g has
arity 2n. We do not provide a full formal definition of Rc,n, but instead illustrate the lhss of
Rc,n for c ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4} and n = 3, where each occurrence of _ represents a fresh variable.

c = 0 c = 1 c = 2 c = 4
g(F, _, F, _, F, _) g(F, F, F, _, _, _) g(F, _, F, _, F, _) g(T, T, _, _, _, _)
g(T, T, _, _, _, _) g(T, _, _, T, _, _) g(T, T, _, _, _, _) g(T, F, _, _, _, _)
g(T, F, _, _, _, _) g(T, _, _, F, _, _) g(_, _, T, T, _, _) g(_, _, T, T, _, _)
g(_, _, T, T, _, _) g(_, T, _, _, T, _) g(_, _, _, _, T, T) g(_, _, T, F, _, _)
g(_, _, T, F, _, _) g(_, T, _, _, F, _) g(T, F, _, _, _, _) g(_, _, _, _, T, T)
g(_, _, _, _, T, T) g(_, _, T, _, _, T) g(_, _, T, F, _, _) g(_, _, _, _, T, F)
g(_, _, _, _, T, F) g(_, _, T, _, _, F) g(_, _, _, _, T, F) g(F, _, F, _, F, _)

The 16 configurations are obtained by combining 4 different kinds to arrange the ar-
guments of g with 4 different orders of the rules. For the argument orders of g we
choose the following four alternatives, visualized by reordering the arguments of the first
lhs of R0,n: g(F, _, F, _, . . . , F, _) or g(_, F, _, F, . . . , _, F) or g(F, F, . . . , F, _, _, . . . , _) or
g(_, _, . . . , _, F, F, . . . , F). Concerning the order of the rules, we either put the first rule of
R0,n to the front position (c = 0) or to the last position (c = 4); and we either group the
other 2n rules in n blocks of size 2 (c = 0) or in 2 blocks of size n (c = 2).

Since for a given n all configurations result in the same set of lhss (modulo symmetries),
the question of pattern completeness should be equally hard for all configurations. However,
since our implementation of the decision procedure has a fixed order in which rules are
applied and in which variables are instantiated, there is quite a different behavior in the
execution time, cf. Figure 1.

Choosing c ∈ {0, . . . , 7} results in a low execution time, where the corresponding blue line
in Figure 1 is not distinguishable from the x-axis: for instance, deciding pattern completeness
of Rc,100 is finished within 0.06 seconds. However, for c ∈ {8, . . . , 15} an exponential behavior
becomes visible, where c = {8, 9}, c = {10, 11}, and c = {12, 13, 14, 15} each have similar
behavior.

We further compare our decision procedure with three other algorithms.
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Figure 2 Left: Increase n for each c ∈ {0, . . . , 15} until n = 100 or 60 seconds timeout is reached.
Right: Number of solved Rc,n instances for (c, n) ∈ {0, . . . , 15} × {1, . . . , 100} within time limit.

GHC: we encode Rc,n as a Haskell program and use the ghc Haskell compiler and ask it
to warn about incomplete patterns. To be more precise we invoke ghc with parameters
-c -Wincomplete-patterns -fmax-pmcheck-models=1000000 where the latter number
is chosen in such a way that no approximation is occurring.4

CO: we run the complement algorithm on the TRSs, taking the implementation that is
available in the ground confluence prover AGCP [1].
TA: given Rc,n we define two tree automata An (with transitions F → bool, T →
bool and g(bool, . . . , bool) → accept) and Bc,n (using four common transitions F →
bool, F → false, T → bool, T → true, and one further transition for each rule, e.g.,
g(bool, bool, bool, bool, true, false) → accept for the last rule of R0,3) so that pattern
completeness of Rc,n is equivalent to the language inclusion problem L(An) ⊆ L(Bc,n).
We then invoke the tree automaton library of FORT-h [13] to decide this inclusion
property.

We ran experiments where for each configuration c and each algorithm we increased n

until either Rc,n for n = 100 was successfully analyzed, or until there was a 60 seconds
timeout when handling Rc,n. In Figure 2 we display the maximal values of n (left) and the
cumulative solved instances plot in the style of SAT-competition [6] (right).

The diagram clearly shows that our new decision procedure outperforms all other three
algorithms on the test suite. Interestingly, also in GHC there is a strong dependence
on the configuration, i.e., the execution time varies between polynomial and exponential.
This is different for TA and CO: these algorithms always resulted in exponential behavior,
independent of the choice of c.

For further details on the experiments we refer to the website with supplementary material.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We developed a new decision procedure to decide pattern completeness that is not restricted
to the left-linear case. The corresponding verified implementation is faster than previous
approaches, in particular it performs better than the complement algorithm and tree automata
based methods.

We see some opportunities for future work. First, one can integrate an improved strategy
to select variables for instantiation, in particular since permutations in the input cause severe
differences in runtime. One can also try to further improve the implementation, e.g., by

4 When invoking ghc, it does not only check pattern completeness, but also compiles the program. However,
the compilation time is negligible in our experiments. On all programs where GHC was successful, the
compilation time decreased to below 0.5 seconds when turning off the pattern completeness check.
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following suggestions of Sestoft [16, Section 7.5] such as the integration of memoization. The
latter corresponds to a rule {pp, pp}∪P ⇛ {pp}∪P to detect and eliminate duplicate pattern
problems. Second, one might add counter-example generation into the formalization and
into the verified implementation. Third, it remains open whether a similar syntax directed
decision procedure for quasi-reducibility can be designed, i.e., where matching may occur
in arbitrary subterms. Finally, one might consider an extension where it is allowed to add
structural axioms to some symbols such as associativity and commutativity.
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